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This study is a report of the research fieldwork that has been taking place on this site since 1999. The
intention of this report is to show the research that has been done and the potential that this site has for
further research.
I would like to express my gratitude to Mr Gordon Hendy, the farmer who owns the field, for allowing
free and continuous access to the site and supporting the activities with enthusiasm.
I would also like to thank all the members of the Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society, who give
of their time to help complete the excavations and surveys and help towards producing the graphics that
appear in this report. In particular:
Dr John Oswin, geophysics
Mr Keith Turner, graphics and photogrametry
Mrs Jude Harris, graphics
Mr Owen Dicker, excavations and geophysics
Mr Robin Holley, excavations
Mrs Gill Holt, excavations
Mrs Dawn Hodgson, finds.
Without the help of these people and many more this research would not be possible.
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Colour illustrations

Figure 10, Photogrametry plan of the Romano-British Building in 2003

Figure 12, Plan of the site in 2004
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BLACKLANDS: A Landscape
Introduction
The archaeological remains in this remarkable field have presented a unique opportunity to investigate a
later prehistoric settlement site and its development through the Roman period. The field appears today
as flat and featureless, like most prehistoric and Roman sites in the South West, but field walking and
geophysical survey have shown that there has been extensive activity, possibly from the late Bronze
Age, but certainly from the Iron Age through to the later Roman period. The use of these types of field
survey show that many similar sites may yet be found, but this site presents an initial benchmark for the
research of this type of settlement in this region.
The site is located in an area of clay soils, thus aerial photographs have been of little use in discovering
its complexity. These conditions have also meant that other potential sites have not been found. This
research has applied extensive geophysics to this problem and the area of study has been widened to
include other sites of similar type and date in the vicinity.
The methodology of the research is to identify the settlement sites using non-invasive techniques and to
examine key areas by excavation. As less of the land is now under arable production, geophysical survey is more likely to be employed. Field walking has taken place on those fields still in arable production.

Blacklands’ Field Names
The name of the field was also of interest. Field names can sometimes give clues to some kind of previous activity. The name “Blacklands” or “Blackfield” has been associated with previous occupation. The
origin of the name is obscure, but may have been applied to fields that show signs of archaeological
significance because the occupation has darkened the soil or artefacts have been found. Many Roman
settlements have been found in fields with this appellation eg Cunetio, a Roman town west of
Marlborough, and Blacklands, a villa site near Faversham, Kent. There are many more examples, too
numerous to be simply accidental; therefore I was interested to investigate the potential of this field at
the invitation of the owner, Mr Gordon Hendy.

Location
The field is located 5km south east of Norton St. Philip in the Parish of Hemington, Somerset (NGR
ST76525421). The nearest town, Frome, is 7km to the south. The area is very rural and few main roads
serve the small hamlets and villages surrounding the site.
The underlying geology of the area is mainly of the Jurassic Sequence. The main stone used for building
was ‘Forest Marble’, a very shelly Oolitic limestone found in the area. The Oolitic limestones are found
in bands with clay layers, making the soil fairly heavy and not easily worked in prehistoric periods. The
area was, and is, most suitable for pastoral farming, but some higher areas, where the soil has less clay
content, would have been suitable for arable when a heavier plough was available.
(Figure 1. Site Location)
The field is typical of this sequence. The soil is predominately clay with a band of forest marble forming
a north-south ridge across the middle. The main area of archaeological activity is found to the east and
south of this ridge.
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Figure 1. Location of Blacklands Field

Background
In the winter of 1998-99 the field of 6.5ha was surveyed by field walking. The field was divided into
15m squares and material gathered during a timed period. The artefacts recovered were plotted in broad
categories: flints, pre-historic pottery, Roman pottery, Medieval pottery and Post Medieval pottery. The
plots (see appendix) showed a band of Roman pottery extending across the middle of the field on the
southeast facing slope. This survey was followed with an initial geophysical survey of 32 grids (20m
squares) of magnetic survey and 2 grids of resistance survey (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Combined geophysical surveys and field walking.
These initial results confirmed the Romano-British activity, but also showed a much more complex settlement.

Magnetic Survey
The first magnetic survey was conducted in the spring of 1999 using a Geoscan FM36 Fluxgate
Gradiometer. Readings were taken at 1m intervals and a parallel walking mode was used to minimise
zigzag processing problems (the survey was done as part as an MA study and the instrument belonged
to the University of Bristol.) The survey showed a rectangular enclosure with an entrance on the western
side accessed by a ditched track. The enclosure was very similar to a ‘banjo’ enclosure, except it had
corners! This similarity caused speculation that the enclosure may date from the late Iron Age. To the
south of this enclosure a trapezoid shaped, ditched enclosure was found. This feature contained at least
one large round house, shown as a circular ditch in the centre of the enclosure. This, in turn, overlay a
previous ditched enclosure that was divided in two. The geophysical survey showed definite evidence of
a long-lived and complex settlement, the nature of which suggested a later prehistoric date could be assigned to the features.

Resistance Survey
At this initial stage only two squares of resistance survey were possible (the time constraints on the borrowed equipment were responsible for this.) The squares were chosen because of the visible remains
found on the surface of the field at this point. The survey revealed a stone building occupying most of
the two squares with a strong anomaly to the south of the building.
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Excavation
A programme of research excavation was begun in 2001. The project is directed by the writer and takes
the form of a training excavation for the Bath and Camerton Archaeological Society. The first season
was only four weeks, due to the foot and mouth outbreak in that year, but it has been followed with
three seasons of six weeks since, enabling a number of key areas to be examined.

2001
The area targeted for initial excavation was the 20m square over the building located by the resistance
survey in 1999. The short season and the fact that this is a training excavation meant that progress was
slow. A portion of the building was uncovered and three sample areas were examined: a section of the
outer ditch, east of the building; a strong resistance anomaly to the south of the building and a section of
the south wall. These areas were chosen to give an initial understanding of the Roman building
indicated on the surveys.
The building survived only as footings and had been badly damaged by prolonged ploughing, particularly in recent times. Dating the structure was made difficult as no occupation layers survived within
and around the building. Occupation over a considerable time was indicated by the variety and date of
the pottery found within the plough soil above the building. Pottery and coins representing the whole
Roman period were found, but nothing can be clearly assigned to the building. In this season only a
small central portion of the building was uncovered and little of the internal area was investigated. The
room found at the northern edge of the excavation contained rubble foundations for a floor, but the floor
had been ploughed away. Collapsed rubble was found in the corridor and this obscured the corridor
layout and any internal features. A linear trench had been excavated through the rubble in more recent
times, possibly in the eighteenth century when the Rev. J Skinner, a local antiquarian, recorded in his
diary that he dug a trench in ‘Blacklands’ in Hemington in 1823 and found Roman pottery and a
possible ‘pavement’ feature.
A trench of 5m square was located at the southern end of the building to locate the outside wall on this
side and a further 5m trench was located to examine the high resistance anomaly to the south west of the
building. This feature proved to be small well, roughly 600mm in diameter (figure 3). It was of dry
stone construction and due to the small diameter was not excavated below hand reach depth.
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Figure 3, The Well in 2001
The other area that was targeted was a short 2m section of the east side of the rectangular enclosure.
This section was cut with the hope that dating evidence for the cutting of the ditch may be obtained.
Unfortunately the ditch was filled with stone from the building with no positive dating evidence in any
of the layers. In the stone debris layer, quantities of white-washed plaster were found, further indication
of possible destruction of the building, suggesting that the ditch was maintained until that time.
However there was no dating evidence to suggest when the destruction took place.

Figure 4, Ditch Section facing north.
Much of the dating evidence for this season came from the plough soil above the features and could not
be relied upon for accurate assessment of the activity of the site. The most noteworthy find was a very
fine and well preserved Trumpet brooch, dating from the early second century AD, which was found
near the edge of the feature running north to south in front of the building, interpreted initially as a
drain.
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2002
Work continued on the building, extending the trench to the south and north to uncover the foundations.
A further trench was opened on a section of the outer ditch on the north side of the enclosure and the
terminal of the inner ditch south of the building was sampled. The ditches were targeted to obtain valuable dating material as the site is badly ploughed and little occupation material has survived associated
with the building. The internal surfaces within the building were cleared, but no sealed deposits survived to aid dating. It was clear from the material that survived that the site had been cleared and that
the building had not had a tiled roof either of stone or ceramic tile, as no fragments were found in the
excavation. This inferred that the building may have had a thatched roof, suggesting a native tradition
which may indicate an early date to the structure. Later buildings in this area usually have pennant sandstone roofing tiles. The corridor on the west side of the building was also excavated and a narrow internal division wall was found, making a small square room at the northern end of the corridor. This wall
was not keyed into the masonry of either the outer west wall or the inner corridor wall, suggesting a
later date.

Figure 6, Plan of Excavations in 2002
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An important disturbance in the west wall of the building was excavated and indicated a possible early
date for the building. The pottery from this robbing was of late second to early third century AD. This
provided evidence that the building must have existed by the late second century. The alterations that
had been made in the corridor probably indicated that it was also in use for some considerable time.

Figure 7, Detail showing the robbed out wall of the inner corridor
Two areas of the ditched enclosure were chosen for further investigation: the terminal of the inner ditch
south of the building and a section of the north side of the enclosure. These ditches provided dating evidence for the first time. The inner ditch provided pottery of early Roman date in the upper fills which
suggested an early closure of this part of the enclosure, possibly when the building was constructed. It
was thought, at this stage, that the enclosure was of two phases: the first phase being a narrower
enclosure entered by the track with a possible second entrance in the south eastern corner; the later
phase closed this entrance and extended the enclosure on the south side. It was also shown that the well
may have been dug after this extension, as its close proximity to the inner ditch would have made access
difficult and the bank would have been in the well.
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Figure 8, Section Drawing of the Northern Ditch.
The section of the north side of the enclosure also yielded dating evidence, mostly pottery. Most of the
later finds were recovered from the upper layers (156 and 195). In 156, small fragments of New Forest
Ware of third and fourth century date were found. In the lower layers these were not present. Unfortunately no firm dating evidence was found in the primary silt layer (202), but it was shown that this portion of the ditch was probably in existence by the late first century AD (figure 8).

2003
The excavation of the building was completed in this season. The south eastern corner of the outer enclosure ditch was also investigated to show that the ditched enclosure was altered during use (figure 9).
The north ditch trench was extended to the west to investigate further anomalies that had been encountered in the previous season.
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Figure 9, Plan of Site in 2003.
A further internal division wall was discovered within the corridor, making the entrance symmetrical in
appearance. The whole plan of the building is very simple and typical of a small Romano-British building. During the clearing of the rubble to the north of the inner division wall, the remnants of a small
hearth were found. This feature was difficult to date – archaeomagnetic dating would have been inappropriate as the hearth was constructed of small flat limestone fragments, with nothing guaranteed to
have been in situ. Some carbonised grains were recovered and when we have the funds we intend to
have them carbon dated. It was thought that the hearth may be a very late phase of the occupation and
may have been constructed when the building was semi-ruinous.
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Towards the end of the season, as the site dried out, many more soil features were seen. Some of the
more obvious were excavated and proved to be shallow postholes, probably indicating earlier buildings
on the site. All were recorded, but little cohesion has been shown to indicate the nature of this previous
occupation.
Figure 10, Photogrammetry plan of the Romano-British Building in 2003.(On colour illustration, page
3)
The section of ditch on the northern side of the enclosure was extended to the west as anomalies encountered on the edge of the excavation during the previous year were not investigated. The ditch was
irregular at this point with the western section at a slightly different alignment and of more narrow construction. This area was still unresolved by the end of the excavation as more attention was given to
other areas in the time allowed.
The south east corner was selected to resolve the problem of the development of the enclosure and to
further confirm that the enclosure had been extended at a later date to the south. It was also hoped that
further dating evidence would be obtained and more detail about the status of the settlement. The ditch
was dug in short sections which were later fully excavated. It became clear that the corner and outer
ditch had been added at a later date as the nature and cut of the ditch changed to coincide with the terminal to the west (see figure 9, above). More dating evidence was obtained and again most of the finds
indicated that the ditch was being refilled by the early Roman period, probably by the early second century AD. In this area more animal bone was recovered including sheep, pig, cattle and horse. There
were at least three different horses present in this small area. The horse remains, along with the fact that
many of the sheep and cattle remains were of fairly young animals, suggested a wealthy establishment.
Among the finds from the ditch was a square sectioned glass bottle dating from the late first to early
second century AD.
A

B

Figure 11, Sections of the southeast corner ditches. A: ditch west of corner, B: ditch north of corner.
These clearly show the different profile of the ditch.
The figure above shows two sections of the ditch. Figure 11A was the north facing section of the ditch
to the south of the terminal and figure 11B shows the south facing section of the ditch to the north of the
terminal. The fills were very different and the profile of the cuts were also different. The ditch became
shallower at the point opposite the terminal found in 2002, thus suggesting that the southeast corner was
a later extension to the enclosure and confirmed the evidence found in the previous year.
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2004
In 2004 further work was carried out to the south of the well in what is now designated Area A (the area
of original excavation). The north ditch trench was again extended (Area B) and a completely new area
(Area C) was opened to investigate the entrance to the rectangular enclosure (figure 12, see colour illustration, page 3).
Area B had proved problematical in the previous year as a large disturbance, thought to be a pit, had
been found on the southern edge of the trench. In 2004 the trench was extended to enable a better understanding of this area. We discovered that the ‘pit’ was a ditch running north to south in front of the
building, hitherto described as a drain! This helped to clear up the problem of this feature and further
showed that the enclosure had been smaller than previously thought. To help with the understanding of
this feature and how it related to the rest of the enclosure, the trench extension in Area A, south of the
well, was further extended to the east to excavate the point where this ditch should either join or intersect the inner ditch. This excavation showed that the smaller enclosure terminated at the inner ditch,
confirming the earlier enclosure and making at least three phases in its development. The dating evidence from this ditch was not great, but the pottery suggested that the ditch was filled by the late first
century AD. The reason that there had been confusion over whether this was a drain had arisen from the
fact that the ditch had been deliberately backfilled and a layer of natural clay deposited near the top and
in places large stones had been laid to consolidate the filling. A Samian Curle 11 bowl, found in 2001 in
the top fill of this feature, was of a type that was made around 70AD and helped to date this filling fairly
precisely. This suggested that the building was constructed around the same time, as it took its alignment from this feature and the enclosure would have had to be extended to accommodate the new structure. The ditch was also excavated in Area A on the northern limit of the previous trench to confirm that
it ran on this alignment (figure 13).

Figure 13, south facing section of the ditch on the east side of the earlier enclosure in Area A
The extension in Area A was chosen to examine the double ditch features on the south side of the enclosure. The evidence from these ditches suggested that the inner ditch was earlier than the outer ditch. The
inner ditch was filled at one time with burnt wood debris, possibly from a fire in a building, and a
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number of large structural nails were found amongst the charcoal in this layer. The layer was about
50mm thick and was visible throughout the 5m length that was excavated (figure 14, see colour illustration, page 31).
The new area under investigation, Area C, was located over the entrance to the rectangular enclosure
first discovered in 1999. This area was deliberately targeted because of the previous year’s resistance
survey results. This survey showed that two stone buildings were built at either side of the entrance over
the ditches, suggesting a gatehouse of some kind (figure 15). The survey also showed traces of a square
enclosure to the west which has yet to be investigated. Gatehouses on small farmsteads are not common
– as yet, I have not found a parallel in Somerset or southern Britain. A trench 18m by 10m was located
over the gateway to include the structures and sample the ditches.

Figure 15, Resistance Survey at the end of 2003.
After clearing the shallow topsoil, traces of the fragmentary buildings and the lines of the ditches could
be seen. These were carefully recorded with drawings and photographs.
The photos showed that the buildings were quite small and confined to the area either side of the ditched
entrance ( Figure 16, see colour illustration, page 31). The debris from the collapsed buildings was
spread into the ditches that it was built over.
When the next layers were removed more detail of the line of the buildings and the ditches could be
seen. (Figure 17, see colour illustration, page 31) It was clear that the ditch that had been dug on the
south side of the track entrance had been re-cut to accommodate the new building as it terminated just
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before the small rectangular structure on this side. The northern building was not so clear and has been
very badly damaged by subsequent ploughing.
The ditches, apart from the re-cut south ditch, are evident below the building foundations. The most
surprising feature of this trench was the existence of postholes cutting through the building footings (See
figure 12, colour illustration, page 3).
The ditches were sampled to obtain dating evidence. The most productive ditch was that to the north of
the gate, running north to south. This ditch had been backfilled with rubbish, including nearly complete
vessels. Until this year few vessels could have been reconstructed, but from this small section of ditch
alone, seven nearly complete vessels have been recovered, including a form 18/30 Samian dish, dating
from about 70-100 AD, and a Severn Valley Ware mug of about the same date (illustrated on the cover).
Other vessels included Black Burnish bowls of early Roman type and flagons of Severn Valley Ware.
All of the pottery suggested an early date for deposition, but more work will be needed in this area to
fully understand the sequence of events. The discovery of an early military fitting in this ditch may also
help to explain the gatehouse as it may have been built by a highly Romanised veteran.

Figure 18, Crescent shaped military fitting.
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Excavation of the Gatehouse Area and Area D in 2005
The gatehouse area was further investigated in 2005. The site was opened in June and July to coincide
with ‘The Big Roman Dig’ for Channel 4, ‘Time Team’ and became an affiliated site for that event. The
site featured in the program aired on 4th July 2005. In order to date the building of the stone gatehouse,
I decided to completely remove one of the buildings to examine the deposits sealed by the buildings in
the ditches below. The building chosen was the northern side because this was positioned up slope, and
thus more plough damaged than the southern building. In the first week of excavation a very unusual
brooch was found in the ditch north of the gate (figure 20). The brooch, identified by Sally Worral of
Portable Antiquities, was dated to the early 2nd century and may have come from Panonia (modern day
Hungary), having military connotations in the crescent motive figured on the top of the brooch. Few
brooches of this type have been found, but most are associated with military sites.

Figure 19, The brooch from the gatehouse ditch
The excavation was continued in August and September, during the usual six week season, and it became increasing clear that the deposits under the gatehouse had been laid down before 150 AD. The
pottery assemblage, which is rich and deserves very close examination, included Samian Ware and imported fine wares from Gaul. The close dating range of these deposits between 70 and 120 AD suggests
that the gatehouse was built at this time, probably a little later than the house.
The stone gatehouse building appeared to have enclosed a previous timber structure. This structure may
have been similar in style and function. The way the posts were positioned within the footings of the
stone building suggested that it might have been incorporated into the stone alterations. The timber gateway also protruded beyond the ditched – and presumably palisaded – enclosure, making a passageway
entrance, more akin to an Iron Age hill fort entrance. The later building was built on the same alignment
and again protruded beyond the gated entrance, providing a passageway entrance, but with tower like
structures on either side more akin to a Roman fort. These features reinforce the idea that the builder
had military connections, along with the finds from the ditches.
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Figure 20, Areas excavated by 2005

Area D
A further area was opened during the 2005 season, positioned on the trapezoid enclosure to the south of
the villa complex. It had always been assumed that this enclosure pre-dated the Roman villa and it was
hoped that the excavation positioned on the northwest corner of the enclosure, and through to the middle
of the possible roundhouse to the south, would help an understanding of the development of the site
from the late Iron Age into the Roman period.
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Figure 21, The revetment wall in the trapezoid enclosure ditch
The ditch proved to be very complex and the top fills contained some of the most securely dated late
Roman founds yet found in ‘Blacklands’. Coins and pottery indicated a date in the 3rd and 4th centuries
AD, much later than any of the deposits found in the ditches surrounding the villa complex. The
archaeology was further complicated by the fact that the ditch extended further west than the original
enclosure and had been revetted with a dry stone wall on the south side. This suggested that the ditch
was draining something to the west, and the geophysical survey does show some activity to the west, up
slope from this enclosure. There were many complicated features in this area and the drainage may have
been designed to take the run-off on the slope away from buildings in this area. The problem was that
the deposits may have washed down from this activity and may not give a true date to the settlement
above. Later work in this area may clarify the problem. The ditch had a very long life, having been cut
and re-cut on many occasions, and ended up being nearly 4m wide. The original deepest cut was
distinctive at the base of the ditch, and was curving towards the corner of the trapezoid enclosure as
indicated by the geophysical survey. (Figure 22, colour illustration, page 32)
The gully of the roundhouse had been cut by a very deep pit, shown in the geophysical survey by a large
ovoid anomaly on the west side of the gully. In this season no obvious dating evidence was recovered
from the ditch, but bone samples were taken for Carbon 14 dating. One sample was dated at 300 +/- 112
BC, but two other samples have not been dated yet. This date would put the gully in the middle to late
Iron Age, earlier than had been expected. The pit appeared to have been dug around the Roman Conquest period (around 50 AD), as three brooches recovered from a central fill were closely dated to this
period and a Durotrigian bowl, similar to those found in the cemetery at Maiden Castle, was also found
in one of the lower fills. More work will be needed in this area to understand the dating sequence.

Geophysical Survey
During the excavation and throughout the winter months geophysical survey was carried out in Blacklands Field as part of an ongoing programme. The Society bought a FM36 Fluxgate Gradiometer in
2001 and used this instrument extensively on this project and others in the Bath area.
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In 2002 the Society also purchased the TR/CIA Resistance Meter and augmented the magnetic survey
with resistance survey. The results have been complementary. The magnetic survey showed many of the
complex ditched enclosures in the field, and the resistance survey indicated the presence of stone built
features within these enclosures. The most startling of the discoveries was made in 2003 when it was
revealed that the rectangular enclosure in which the Roman building was located had a stone structure
either side of the track entrance.

Magnetic Survey
The geological conditions make this field ideal for this type of survey. The dug features shown on the
survey are very clear and some interpretation has been possible. The survey has taken three years,
during the training excavation and the times of year when the field was available for survey. A small
portion has not been completed to date, due to some ground cover for pheasants planted in 2003, and the
remnants of previous spoil heaps. This small area is due for completion in 2005. The figure below
shows the magnetic survey at the end of the 2004 season.

Figure 23, Magnetic Survey
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Resistance Survey

Figure 24, Resistance Survey.
This type of survey is much slower than magnetic, but it can show complementary features to the dug
features shown in magnetic surveys. In the case of Blacklands, early resistance survey located the
Roman building within the rectangular enclosure in the north east corner of the field. Later surveys,
carried out during the excavation of 2003, have revealed the small gatehouse type buildings at the
entrance of this enclosure. Although it is quite clear that there are fewer stone features within the field,
the survey has been of great value in helping interpret the activity within the site.

Interpretation
The results so far can be tentatively interpreted on the basis of comparisons to similar archaeological
sites in Somerset; however only the areas already excavated can be assigned secure dating. The
excavation has shown that the building and the gatehouse probably date from the late first century AD
and that the ditched enclosure was of earlier date, but began as a smaller square enclosure with at least
two phases. The enclosure may be of late Iron Age date. Other settlement within the field appears to be
earlier. As finds dating from the Mesolithic have been found in the plough soil, some of these features
may be very early, but until further excavation takes place, firm dates cannot be assigned. The only
definite phasing that can be shown on the geophysical survey is that the trapezoid enclosure to the south
of the Roman site is superimposed on other enclosures, suggesting it is later in date. (Figure 25, see colour illustration , page 32)
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Conclusion
This study provides a summary of five years of detailed investigation into this field. From what has been
found, it can be seen that the site has a very complex and long history. In 1998 it was clear from the
amount of Roman pottery found during field walking that there was a Romano-British settlement in the
field, but the geophysical survey has been highly successful in this case, revealing the complex nature of
the earlier and possibly later settlement. The intention is to widen the survey area beyond the field
boundaries, particularly to the south, as the surveys show features running beyond the modern boundaries.
It is very hard to begin to compare what has been found here with other sites of this type, as few have
been examined in the same way in Somerset. The best example of a similar site may be Catsgore, a
Romano-British village site near Ilchester, but this was excavated over thirty years ago and although
geophysical survey was used, it was limited in its scope (Leech 1982 and Ellis 1984). The problem of
understanding the native settlement of the late Iron-Age and Roman period in this area is that most of it
is completely invisible. Few settlements survive as earthworks and the geology and farming does not
help with aerial photography. From this project it can be seen that there is a wealth of archaeology
waiting to be discovered.
This project has been devised to look at an area that equates to a small modern farm and it has shown
that the land unit that supports an extended family today (the present owners have several generations
and close relatives living in very close proximity) would have supported similar units in the past, and
that the boundaries between these units may have been similarly placed.
In the last two years the early date of the Romanisation has become increasingly interesting. The
Blacklands site has shown that Roman culture and fashion was adopted at an early, possibly before 70
AD. As Bath was not developed as a religious centre before this date and most of the most significant
developments in the religious centre were not completed until the early 2nd century AD, the early dates
of this comparatively remote settlement are unusual. Putting this into context, however, may show that
early sites may be more numerous than otherwise thought, as little work has been done in modern times
to identify and, in particular, date settlements accurately. The work at Upper Row seeks to assess the
evidence of Romanisation, and possibly to see how early the culture was adopted. The work may also
prove that the region was pro-Roman and this political alliance may be seen in sites like Blacklands.
In this work I have simply sought to show how far the research has reached, and the potential that this
site has to increase our knowledge of how the native population of this part of Britain adapted to the imposition of Roman administration, in an already advanced and organised society. The potential to understand how such units were run and how they may have interacted with each other, and other types of
settlement, in the area is enormous.
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Appendix
Field walking plots from Blacklands
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Colour illustrations

Figure 14, The Inner ditch during excavation, showing the burnt layer

Figures 16 & 17, Gatehouse Areas in 2005 and 2006
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Figure 22, West facing section of ditch in Area D

Figure 25, Interpretation of the geophysical survey
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The Excavations at Blacklands are carried out annually during the summer and are attended by students
and friends from all over Britain. The Society seeks to actively encourage participation in all aspects of
archaeological research and more details of the many projects and activities of the Society can be found
on our website: www.bacas.org.uk.
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